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appeared with a wooden bowl of camel milk, fresh and
foaming, dropped to one knee and presented it to Mitkhal,
who took it in both hands, and offered it to me. I took
a long draught, then handed it to him, and the bowl
passed to and fro between us until we had drained it.
More than an hour later, two kerosene lanterns of the
familiar type used on the American farm were hung from
wooden pegs against the tent poles, and dinner was
brought in—a great brass platter, fully five feet in di-
ameter and six or eight inches deep, borne by five men
who gripped it by iron rings. The entire carcasses of
two sheep reposed on a mass of rice and gravy, with folds
upon folds of soft, thin bread-flaps draped around the
dish's rim.
On the top of each carcass was the severed head of the
sheep, to show that it had been freshly killed, also to
indicate the kind of meat it was.
Mitkhal called by name five or six men from the semi-
circle. With them we went outside the tent and scrubbed
our hands with sand, after which a slave with a tin tea-
kettle, a towel thrown over his shoulder, poured a little
water for each of us, with which we completed our ablu-
tions.
We squatted around the great dish, and ate with our
right hands. Mitkhal selected pieces of the liver, which
he handed me, and afterward tore off choice morsels from
the carcass, and laid them in a little pile in front of me.
The rice and gravy were eaten by scooping a whole
handful into the palm, then tossing it up and down in the
air, over the dish, until a part of the gravy had trickled
through the fingers, leaving a ball of rice. This was
scooped out of the palm with the thumb of the same hand,

